[CMV-induced cell death and fas gene expression in resting and proliferating human fibroblasts].
Cytomegalovirus (CMV) infection development and mRNA fas transcription levels (CD95) in resting (GO) and proliferating (S-phase) human lung embryo fibroblasts (HLEF-110044 line) were studied. In GO cells accumulation of infectious CMV was high and cell death was very quick, and fas gene expression was inhibited in early period of infection. In cells infected during S-phase CMV synthesis was lower and total cell death was detected only after 5 days; fas gene activity remained on high levels and increased during 6-48 hours. Death of CMV-infected fibroblasts occurred through apoptosis with cytopathic effect and detachment of cells in early stage, but without changes of cell membrane permeability and internucleosome fragmentation of DNA during later stages. In another HLEF-977 line CMV-induced apoptosis correlated with increased levels of fas gene transcription in resting cells. Positive association of activation Fas-receptor pathway and cell proliferation as well as different effect of CMV on activity of fas gene in 2 HLEF lines are discussed.